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July 29, 2022 
 
Roger Griffis 
NMFS/Office of Science and Technology 
1315 East-West Highway 
Silver Spring, MD 20910 
 
via: www.regulations.gov 
 
Re: Comments on NOAA Draft Climate Science Regional Action Plans (Gulf of Alaska)  
 
Dear Mr. Griffis, 
 
The Environmental Investigation Agency (EIA) greatly appreciates the opportunity to submit comments 
on the draft Gulf of Alaska Regional Action Plan to Implement the NOAA Fisheries Climate Science 
Strategy for 2022-24. The below comments specifically address critically endangered Cook Inlet beluga 
whales (CIBW) referenced in the draft plan (lines 1436 – 1477). 
 
We are reassured to see that NOAA has recognized the perilous state of the CIBW population as 
evidenced by a continual decade-plus annual population decline with no signs of recovery at present. 
With only approx. 279 belugas residing almost solely within the increasingly industrialized Upper Cook 
Inlet (which paradoxically encompasses the majority of their federally designated critical habitat), these 
animals will require a high level of proactive and effective prioritization from NOAA in order to 
significantly reduce mortality and adequately address the cumulative stressors impacting them. 
 
Increased prioritization of stranding response and necropsy effort 
With the CIBW population at such low numbers, investigation into baseline health status through 
diagnostic post-mortem examinations from stranded carcasses, irrespective of decomposition code, is 
essential. Without an established identified cause(s) directly contributing to overall CIBW mortality, it is 
imperative that each carcass be prioritized for at least basic examination, external assessment for signs 
of human interaction, and robust internal tissue sampling when possible. Biotoxicology and contaminant 
sampling should also be identified as specific examination priorities and adequate funding for sample 
analysis should be made available as part of the basic necropsy support effort, irrespective of whether a 
specific research project has been identified. In addition to increasing post-mortem examination effort, 
stranding response capacity increases through expansion of partner and volunteer trainings are needed in 
order to provide more robust carcass examination and retrieval capabilities.      
 
Population abundance surveys moved to annually  
To date, the most current CIBW abundance data are from 2018, which for a population that is 
dangerously close to functional extinction, is highly inadequate in order to provide the necessary 
management and regulatory changes needed to promote population recovery. Baseline annual abundance 
data are essential to understanding how CIBW utilize an ever-shrinking critical habitat that encompasses 
anthropogenic stressors of Port of Alaska development, underwater noise from increased vessel traffic, 
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oil & gas operations, and contaminant exposure from only primary wastewater treatment. Other 
critically endangered marine mammal species such as the North Atlantic right whale have established 
abundance survey regimes twice a year. Both species have been prioritized as a “Species in Spotlight” 
by NOAA, yet CIBWs currently have only a biennial survey methodology. 
 
Increased focus on Cook Inlet water quality analysis  
With the primary critical CIBW habitat being located within the Upper Cook Inlet, these animals can be 
exposed to numerous contaminants from only primary treated wastewater and other associated industrial 
run-off chemicals from the Port of Alaska infrastructure expansion and the adjacent major metropolitan 
city of Anchorage. Routine water quality sampling within CIBW habitat should be prioritized in order to 
evaluate exposure potential, to which any relevant toxicity data should be cross-referenced with tissue 
sampling data from stranded animals examined post-mortem. Also, contaminant exposure is currently 
referenced as a “medium” threat concern to population recovery within the 2016 CIBW Recovery Plan 
threat matrix. Considering the lack of any detailed time-series analysis on exposure potential to date, this 
threat level should be elevated to a “high” concern and priority should be assigned to undertaking such 
an investigation. 
 
Incidental Take Authorization process must be reassessed 
Although the CIBW recovery plan was drafted over five years ago, NOAA has continued to authorize an 
exceedingly high number of  “take” permits allowing unjustifiable harassment from a wide range of 
activities throughout Cook Inlet. In recent years, the federal government (through its permitting process 
for various port development and industrial activities within designated CIBW critical habitat) has, 
astoundingly, authorized each individual whale to be harassed over 80 times. In 2020 alone, NOAA 
authorized the equivalent of 50% of the entire population to be “incidentally” harassed by industrial and 
commercial projects, including oil and gas development and pile driving activities — a figure that rises 
substantially when taking harassment from scientific research into consideration. It is imperative that 
NOAA take a comprehensive look at the cumulative impacts of excessive permitted take authorizations 
and make informed decisions about how much harassment this imperiled population can actually sustain 
each year. 
 
This unique population is in peril and will require significant management and regulatory change to 
adequately reduce the cumulative threats impacting the heath and reproduction in order to promote a 
realistic pathway to recovery. We thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments specifically 
addressing CIBWs within the draft Gulf of Alaska Climate Science Regional Action Plan for 2022-24, 
and look forward to working with you on this important issue.  
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
CT Harry 
Senior Marine Campaigner 
 
 


